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Abstract—Program understanding is a time-consuming and
tedious activity for software developers. Manually building ab-
stractions from source code requires in-depth analysis of the code
in the first place. Model mining can support program compre-
hension by semi-automatically extracting high-level models from
code. One potentially helpful model is a state machine, which is
an established formalism for specifying the behavior of a software
component.

There exist only few approaches for state machine mining,
and they either deal with object-oriented systems or expect
specific state implementation patterns. Both preconditions are
usually not met by real-world embedded control software written
in procedural languages. Other approaches extract only API
protocols instead of the component’s behavior.

In this paper, we propose and evaluate several techniques
that enable state machine mining from embedded control code:
1) We define criteria for state variables in procedural code
based on an empirical study. This enables adaptation of an
existing approach for extracting state machines from object-
oriented software to embedded control code. 2) We present a
refinement of the transition extraction process of that approach
by removing infeasible transitions, which on average leads to
more than 50% reduction of the number of transitions. 3) We
evaluate two approaches to reduce the complexity of transition
conditions. 4) An empirical study examines the limits of transition
conditions’ complexity that can still be understood by humans.
These techniques and studies constitute major building blocks
towards mining understandable state machines from embedded
control software.

Index Terms—software maintenance, program understanding,
static analysis, model mining, state machines, boolean minimiza-
tion, embedded software, legacy code.

I. INTRODUCTION

Embedded systems are becoming more and more important
in most industrial fields. Since this trend has been going on for
quite a while, considerable effort is nowadays spent for main-
tenance and adaptation of legacy software. Legacy software
contains accumulated expert knowledge from different people
and domains, which makes it so valuable. At the same time,
aged software often is very complex. Understanding legacy
systems is a big challenge in software industry. It is a time-
consuming activity that makes up for about 50%-70% of total
software life cycle effort [1]–[3]. Software developers need to
understand their code to be able to maintain and evolve it.

Model mining is the extraction of behavioral and/or struc-
tural models from software systems [4]. Having such higher-
level models can help developers in program comprehension:

They often try to manually reconstruct such models during
maintenance tasks [5]. For example, for describing the dif-
ferent operation modes and possible mode sequences of a
software component, a state machine is an adequate formalism.
State machines also have applications in several other software
engineering activities, such as model checking, validation and
verification, simulation, testing, and theorem proving. The
manual extraction of state machine models from complex code
is a tedious and laborious task. Therefore, automation of this
process is highly desired. Our ultimate goal is to develop an
approach that can extract understandable state machine models
from embedded control software.

That kind of software has many specific requirements that
make many reverse engineering tools and techniques not
applicable [6]. For example, these systems are real time
systems with strict timing constraints. This makes dynamic
analysis approaches not applicable, as they would alter the
runtime behavior. Furthermore, everything is done statically
in the code to prevent runtime failures (e. g., no dynamic
memory allocation or dynamic dispatching). Therefore, object-
oriented languages are usually not used. An advantage for
analysis is that loops occur rather seldom and only with
strict iteration limits. The state machine mining approaches
that otherwise come closest to our goal rely on classes and
member variables [7]–[10], which impedes their application
to embedded control software written in C. The few existing
approaches that extract state machines from procedural code
expect specific implementation patterns that have an explicit
state model, such as switch-case constructs on enums [11] or
nested-choice patterns [12]. These approaches quickly reach
their limits when the code does not adhere to these patterns.

In our previous work [13], we showed that mined state ma-
chines can become much more understandable when the user
interactively guides the extraction process, e. g., by limiting
the scope of the analysis. In this paper, we present several
techniques and studies that further pave the way towards
mining of understandable state machines from procedural
code. Technically, we build upon the approaches by Kung [7]
and Sen [8], which we adapt and improve for procedural code.
Our contributions in this paper are the following:

• An empirical study that identifies criteria for state vari-
ables in procedural code. This is prerequisite for applying
Kung/Sen’s approach to procedural software.



• Refinement of transition extraction of state machine mod-
els, which reduces the number of transitions by more than
50% on average (compared to Sen).

• Evaluation of two approaches to reduce transition condi-
tions’ complexity.

• A survey to determine the characteristics of understand-
able transition conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
gives an example for the kind of state machine mining that
we are interested in. The required background is introduced
in Section III. Section IV presents our survey and criteria for
identifying state variables in C code. In Section V, we intro-
duce a refined condition for transition generation. Section VI
discusses and evaluates approaches for boolean expression re-
duction and explores limits of their understandability. Related
work is presented in Section VII, and Section VIII concludes.

II. STATE MACHINE MINING EXAMPLE

Typical state machine implementations are built using a
state variable (often an enum) along with a switch and a case
for each state. They usually realize behavior that spans over
multiple calls of the same function. For example, in embedded
control software, continuous processes are discretized into
small steps, which are executed in fixed time intervals. This
results in a lot of stateful functions in such code, for example
when timers or filters are used. However, we often experience
that such stateful behavior is implemented without making
the states explicitly visible. It is quite hard to recover the
possible or relevant states and transitions from such code. This
is exactly the kind of state machines that we are interested in
– additionally to the traditional switch-case implementations.
Let us look at a concrete example. The following code is an
implicit implementation of a countdown timer (when repeat-
edly called in fixed time intervals, e. g., every 20 milliseconds):

static int t;
void process_20ms() {

...
if (t > 0) {
... t--; ...

}
...

}

In fact, it can be regarded as having two different states:
While t is greater zero, something is done that is no longer
done when t has become zero. This means the function has
two implicit states: One with invariant t > 0 and the other
one with invariant t ≤ 0. Figure 1 shows an extracted state
machine model for this aspect of the function.

A 
 t>0

[t>1]

B 
 t<=0

[t==1]

[true]

Fig. 1. The state machine model of the function process_20ms .

In this simple example, it was easy to understand this
stateful behavior. However, when trying to understand real-
world embedded code, you quickly get lost in the complexity
of control and data flow. In the following, we talk about such
implicit, explicit, or mixed state machines.

III. BACKGROUND

We will now present an overview of formalisms, concepts
and analysis techniques that are the basis for our approach.

A. State machine formalism

The deterministic finite state machine that we want to
extract with our approach is a simplified extended finite state
machine (EFSM) [14]. An EFSM is a finite state machine
that additionally has variables, update operations on these
variables, and evaluation of variables for determining trigger
conditions. In our formalism, we include variables and allow
to use them in transition conditions, but do not include update
operations in the model. We defer the latter to the function f
(see below). This results in the quadruple (S, T , V , s0) with:

• a finite set of states S,
• the transition function T : S × V → S,
• a set of variable valuations V , and
• the initial state s0 ∈ S.

Each variable valuation v ∈ V is a function v : N → D,
where N is a set of variable names and D is the set of values
that variables can take on.

Additionally, we introduce the following definitions:
• Inv : S×V → B (with B = {true, false}) is a predicate

on the variables that holds while the system is in the
given state, i. e., the state invariant.

• f : V → V is the function that maps a valuation v1 ∈ V
to the corresponding valuation v2 ∈ V that results after
execution of the subject C function with input values v1.

The example state machine model from Section II can be
specified according to our definitions as follows. Note that t
is the name of the C variable t (from set N ).

• S = {A,B}

• T (A, v) =

{
A v(t) > 1

B v(t) = 1
, T (B, v) = B

• Inv(A, v) = (v(t) > 0), Inv(B, v) = (v(t) ≤ 0)

B. Kung/Sen’s approach for state machine mining

Kung et al. [7] describe how symbolic execution can be
used to derive a state machine representation from a given
C++ class. Sen and Mall [8] add some improvements and work
on Java classes. We build upon these approaches because they
use static analysis, which is the most appropriate technique for
embedded control software (as discussed above) and support
mining the kind of implicit state machines that we are inter-
ested in. The basic steps of Kung/Sen’s approach to extract
states and transitions from a function are the following:

• Identify state variables.
• Perform symbolic execution, which results in an enumer-

ation of all feasible control flow paths through the subject



function. For each path Pk, the following information
is collected: The path condition PCk (the conditions on
program variables that lead to execution of this path),
the updated state variables (as symbolic expressions)
after execution of this path, and the returned symbolic
expression (if any).

• Examine path conditions and extract all atomic conditions
on state variables.

• Each combination of feasible distinct atomic conditions
is a state invariant and characterizes a state.

• Then evaluate each path again and check from which
states to which other states it can go, given the state
invariants, path condition, and updated state variables.

An atomic condition is either a boolean symbolic variable
such as x or a relational operator over two symbolic expres-
sions such as (a + b < 5). A conditional literal is an atomic
condition or the negation of an atomic condition.

Extraction of states

State variable candidates in Kung and Sen are simply the
member variables of the given class. Kung’s state generation
approach examines all path conditions and extracts all con-
ditional literals from them. It then collects those conditional
literals that contain exactly one member variable. For each
such conditional literal, it partitions the variable’s domain into
intervals. The cross product of the intervals of all member
variables then generates the state candidates. For example,
imagine that x is an integer variable that occurs in the
conditional literals (x > 0) and (x = 3). The relevant intervals
of x, according to Kung et al., are (−∞, 0], (0, 3), [3, 3] and
(3,∞). If x is the only state variable, this results in four states
with invariants according to these intervals. Otherwise, they
would be combined with intervals of each other state variable.

This approach works only on conditions that contain exactly
one member variable. Sen and Mall address this limitation and
extract states from path conditions in a different way. They
directly compute the partitions from the original conditional
literals. Then, they use a solver to find out which of these are
satisfiable; those become the state candidates. For the above
example, the extracted partitions for Sen’s approach are: (x ≤
0), ((x > 0) ∧ (x 6= 3)), and (x = 3). It is obviously also
possible to create such partitions for conditional literals with
more than one variable.

Extraction of transitions

For transition generation, it is then examined for each
path Pk from which state it can possibly start (pre state
s1). This is again done by using a constraint solver. It
checks for which state candidates s1 ∈ S the condition
Inv(s1, v) ∧ PCk(v) is satisfiable for any v ∈ V . The post
state s2 is determined in different ways. Kung et al. use the
condition ∀v ∈ V : Inv(s1, v) ∧ PCk(v) |= Inv(s2, f(v)),
which means that the target state condition on the resulting
symbolic values of the path must be satisfied in all cases for
which Inv(s1, v)∧PCk(v) is true. This excludes cases where
this is only valid for a subset of the vs for which the left hand

side is true – however, these are valid transitions as well. Sen
just requires that PCk(v1) ∧ Inv(s1, v1) is satisfiable, and
that PCk(v2)∧Inv(s2, f(v2)) is satisfiable independently (v1
may be different from v2). He determines pre and post states
individually for transitions, which results in a high number of
transitions including infeasible ones. Kung’s condition is very
restrictive, whereas Sen’s condition adds infeasible transitions.
We present examples for these shortcomings in Section V,
along with a refined condition that improves precision.

IV. IDENTIFICATION OF STATES FROM C CODE

The approaches by Kung and Sen as introduced in Sec-
tion III-B are both specific to object-oriented software: All
member variables that influence any branching conditions are
potential state variables. In our case, we have to deal with
C code, where there are no natural member variables. All
existing approaches for C code look for certain patterns,
such as switch-case constructs [11], [12]. They are thus
quite limited and not applicable to the more general kind
of states that we are looking for. Furthermore, considering
all variables in the code as state variables would lead to
state space explosion. The mined models would be too large
and complex to be comprehensible, and they would contain
a lot of irrelevant states. To our best knowledge, there are
no approaches so far that identify relevant state variable
candidates from procedural code (i. e., not object oriented).
To find out which criteria are intuitively considered relevant
for state variables by developers, we conducted a survey.

A. Survey

In this section, we present our survey on state variables
mining. We did not directly ask people what they consider the
relevant criteria, but showed them code examples and asked
them to tell us which of the variables in the code they consider
to be state variables. This should give a more intuitive view
on what is considered to be state compared to talking about
abstract criteria.

Research question: Which kind of variables do developers
consider to be state variables? In particular, which are potential
criteria, and to which extent are those criteria considered
relevant for state variables?

Study design: Survey with subsequent discussion.
Subjects: Since we required participants who have an idea

about what a state machine is, we asked eight of our colleagues
to participate. They are professional engineers with at least a
master’s degree in computer science or electrical engineering,
and they have worked with state machines.

Tasks: We created six short C functions that are inspired
by real-world automotive C code from different systems. Our
subject functions contain numeric and boolean variables, and
the inputs are read from global memory. However, as is
typical for embedded control software, the functions do not
contain dynamic memory allocation or pointers. In total, the
six functions contained 30 variables.

We have selected this set of functions in a way to contain
many different ways of variable usage, such as:



• Local, static and global variables;
• Variables that are always/sometimes/never written;
• Variables that are always/sometimes/never read;
• Variables that are read and written in different orders (also

on different paths);
• Variables that do/do not influence control conditions.
The following C code snippet provides an example for our

subject functions. It is one of the functions that we used in
the experiment.

typedef int bool;
static bool b, c, d;
bool e, f;
void process() {

bool a = !c;
d = c;
if (c) {

if (b && d) { a = 1; }
if (a && !e) { b = 1; }

} else {
a = 0; b = 0;

}
e = d; f = d;

}

The assumption is that this process function is called in fixed
intervals, e. g., every 10 milliseconds. The participants were
asked to read the code (from paper) and mark those variables
that they consider to be state variables. To avoid any sequence
effect of the function order on the expert decisions, each expert
got the six functions in a different (random) order. With eight
participants assessing 30 variables each, this resulted in 240
variable assessments.

Procedure: The participants performed this task without
having any information about our ideas of what a state variable
is. This is because we wanted to get information about their
intuitive understanding or definition of the state concept. They
only got the C code. Each participant worked on this task
independently from the others, whenever he/she had some
time. When a participant had finished his/her task, we had
an interview with him/her. We discussed his/her answers and
asked for the used criteria.

Results: The first result from this survey is the determination
of criteria that are used by experts to identify state variables
in procedural code. The consolidated criteria as recorded in
the interviews are the following:

a) Persistence: Does the variable keep its value over
multiple invocations? For C code, it has to be global or static.

b) Control decisions: Does the variable influence a con-
trol decision? The influence may be direct or indirect, through
control or data dependencies. This criterion was named be-
cause a state always decides about which actions to trigger.

c) Read and write: Is the variable read and written? If
it is only read, this information comes from outside. If it is
only written, it does not directly influence the function itself.

d) Read before write: Is there at least one execution path
through the function where the variable is read before it is
written? Otherwise, persistence would not be required.

The second result is the distribution of these criteria among

static/global control dec. r+w r->w # of 30 cases Total(* 8 Ex) State 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 1 8 0
1 0 0 0 4 32 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 2 16 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 1 8 0
1 1 0 0 4 32 0
1 1 1 0 9 72 0
1 1 1 1 9 72 1

0 dc dc dc 4 32 0
1 dc dc dc 26 208 1

dc 0 dc dc 7 56 0
dc 1 dc dc 23 184 1
dc dc 0 dc 10 80 0
dc dc 1 dc 20 160 1
dc dc dc 0 19 152 0
dc dc dc 1 11 88 1

yes no
global or static 50,5% 9,4%
control decisio 56,3% 7,1%
read and write 64,4% 11,5%
read before w 85,2% 24,7%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

global or static

control decisions

read and write

read before write

Diagrammtitel

no yes

Fig. 2. Individual criteria that led to classification as state variable. The bars
show the share of cases in which a variable was classified as being a state
variable when the corresponding criterion was fulfilled (yes) or not fulfilled
(no) – independent of all other criteria.

0/16

3/32

1/8

6/32

2/8

28/72

72/72

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

no criterion

only "global or static"

only "read before write"

all except "read and write"

all except "global or static"

all except "read before write"

all criteria

Fig. 3. Combined criteria that led to classification as state variable. Each row
represents a combination of criteria. The bars show how many of the variables
for which the criterion applies were classified as being state variables. The
sum of all denominators corresponds to the 240 reviews of the 30 variables.

the participants, and how often they applied them to identify
state variables. Figure 2 shows the percentage of cases in
which a variable was classified as being a state variable when
a single criterion was fulfilled (yes) or not fulfilled (no) –
independent from all other criteria. For example, variables with
property “read before write” were classified as state variable in
85% of the cases, while variables without that property were
classified as state variable in only 25% of the cases. The chart
shows that all four criteria are quite strong indicators for state
variables, but they are not sufficient individually.

Figure 3 shows the combinations of criteria in which a
variable was classified as state variable. The nine variables that
fulfilled all four criteria were all classified as state variables
by all eight participants (9 · 8 = 72 reviews). This congruent
agreement clearly shows that the combination of the four
criteria is well suited for identifying a state variable. For
the second best scorer (all except “read before write”), the
variables were considered state variables in only 39% of the
cases. This means that in the other 61% of the cases (i. e., the
majority), people considered them not to be state variables.

Threats to validity:
• The example code was not very large or complicated;

it may have guided the focus to certain aspects that
otherwise would not be that highlighted.

• The experts were colleagues of ours; they may have been
biased to tell us what we want to hear. Therefore, we
explicitly did not tell them what we thought were the
right criteria before they had answered our survey.

• The number of participants was quite low – but the inter-



rater reliability was quite high at 84% (probability that
two raters agree).

• There may be other relevant C code constructs that did
not appear in our examples. However, we looked at a lot
of real-world code before and thus are quite confident
that we covered the most relevant constructs.

B. Discussion

All participants agreed that a variable is definitely a state
variable when all four criteria are met. However, there were
also many cases when only a subset of criteria was fulfilled
for a variable and some people still considered it to be a state
variable. We discuss some of these in the following.

Figure 2 shows that in 25% of the cases, a variable was
classified as state variable although the criterion “read before
write” was not fulfilled. When we asked the participants about
these cases, they said that it can be interesting to know the
values of these variables in specific scenarios, such as error-
scenarios. Another reason for this classification is that it can
depend on how the variable is used outside the function.
This argument is quite important and should be additionally
considered: A state variable may not be written outside the
regarded scope. However, this was generally not the case for
our subject functions. The other choices occurred in less than
9% of the cases and can therefore be neglected.

In summary, the combination of all four criteria is agreed
to be a sufficient precondition for state variables by all
participants. When using this as the identification criterion
for state variables, we only miss 16.7% of the cases that our
participants classified as state variables. We conclude that this
criterion characterizes the variables that developers consider
to be state variables pretty good. Note that a state machine
implementation based on a state enum and a switch-case
construct also fulfills the four criteria.

Let us reflect these results on our above example. The state
variables in that code are b and e. Variable b is static, and
e is a global variable. They both influence a control decision,
and there is a path in the code where they are read before
written. In contrast to that, a is not a state variable, because
it is a local variable (and not static or global). It does not
make sense to consider it as a state variable in this case,
although it fulfills other criteria. Variable c is only read but
not written. Therefore, it is not a state variable. Variable d is
a static variable, influences a control decision and is read and
written. However, it is always first written before it is read.
Its value from the previous function invocation is always lost.
For this reason, it is not considered a state variable. Variable f
is not a state variable, because it is never read. Consequently,
it neither influences any control decision.

V. REFINED TRANSITION EXTRACTION

One big problem in automated state machine extraction
from code is the high number of transitions and the high
complexity of transition conditions. We have applied Sen’s
adapted approach to several larger C functions, and it re-
sulted in hundreds of states and transitions. These experiments

(a && b) actv

(a && !b)

actv

(!a && !b)

!actv (!a && b) actv

!actv

actv

actv

!actv

actv

!actv

Fig. 4. Example for transition generation with improved precision: The
dotted transitions are removed.

showed that such mined models are not understandable. They
also showed that Sen’s approach generates transitions that
are infeasible. Therefore, an option to reduce the number of
transitions is to eliminate those infeasible transitions. Using
Kung’s condition is also not an option, since it is too strict.
We elaborate on this in the following.

Sen et al. only partially consider the pre state invariant in
transition generation. Every possible pre state s1 ∈ S with
a satisfiable condition PCk(v1) ∧ Inv(s1, v1) is combined
with every possible post state s2 for which PCk(v2) ∧
Inv(s2, f(v2)) is satisfiable independently. We propose to
additionally consider the pre state invariant in the condition
for the post state. Otherwise, infeasible transitions are created,
because certain post states may only be reachable from certain
pre states – and not from all of them. The condition for
the existence of a transition then changes to satisfiability of
Inv(s1, v) ∧ PCk(v) ∧ Inv(s2, f(v)).

A. Example: Sen

The following example demonstrates that this change elim-
inates infeasible transitions in the transition generation step,
compared to Sen. Consider the following function:

static int a, b;
void process(int actv) {
if (actv) {

if (!a) {
if (!b) { a = 1; b = 1; }

}
} else {

a = 0; b = 0; }
}

The resulting state machine for this code snippet is shown
in Figure 4. The dotted transitions are the ones that are
additionally generated by Sen’s condition. They make the
state machine non-deterministic, since the same actv condition
leads to two different states. For example, there is a path
with condition actv ∧ a through the function. The condition
Inv(spre)∧PCk = (a∧b)∧(actv∧a) is satisfiable, as well as
the condition PCk∧Inv(spost) = (actv∧a)∧(a∧¬b). In Sen’s
approach, this leads to generation of a transition from state (a
&& b) to (a && !b). Checking satisfiability of the combination
of both conditions removes these infeasible transitions.



B. Example: Kung
Similarly, to illustrate that Kung’s condition is too strict,

consider the following code snippet:

bool a;
void process(bool b) {

if (a) { a = b; }
}

Kung’s condition requires that ∀v ∈ V : PCk(v) ∧
Inv(spre, v) ⇒ Inv(spost, f(v)). This means that for a =
true, which is both pre state invariant and path condition in
our example, the invariant of the post state must always hold –
but in this case, it depends on the input variable b. Therefore,
the condition is not fulfilled, and no transition from a to ¬a
is generated.

C. Correctness

We claim that our refined condition removes infeasible
transitions, while it does not remove any feasible ones. In the
following, we prove that all transitions that are not extracted
in our approach but that are extracted in Sen’s approach are
in fact infeasible ones.

Let Inv(s1, v) be the state invariant of the pre state s1
and Inv(s2, v) the invariant of the post state s2 of the candi-
date pre-to-post-state transition A → B under consideration.
According to Sen, there is a transition from s1 to s2 for a
given path Pk (with path condition PCk(v)) if there exist
variable assignments v1, v2 such that: Inv(s1, v1)∧PCk(v1)
and Inv(s2, f(v2)) ∧ PCk(v2).

We claim that there is only a real transition from s1 to s2
if there exists a variable assignment v such that Inv(s1, v) ∧
PCk(v) ∧ Inv(s2, f(v)) holds.

Proof: Assume there is a transition from s1 to s2 according
to Sen’s definition, but it is not there according to our defini-
tion. This means that the conditions Inv(s1, v1)∧PCk(v1) and
Inv(s2, f(v2))∧PCk(v2) are independently fulfilled, and the
condition Inv(s1, v)∧PCk(v)∧Inv(s2, f(v)) is not fulfilled.

We can distinguish two cases:

Inv(s1, v1) ∧ PCk(v1) ∧ ¬Inv(s2, f(v1) (1)
Inv(s2, f(v2)) ∧ PCk(v2) ∧ ¬Inv(s1, v2) (2)

This means that either Inv(s2, f(v1) or Inv(s1, v2) does
not hold – otherwise, the condition is even stronger than
ours (because of additional conditions). In the first case
(¬Inv(s2, f(v1)), this means that the transition does not
lead to state s2 but leads to another state, in the second
case (¬Inv(s1, v2)), it does not originate from state s1, but
originates from another state. Therefore, this transition does
not go from s1 to s2. �

D. Evaluation

To check for the quantitative effect of the refined condition
for generating transitions, we performed an evaluation on
a number of C functions. For this purpose, we prototypi-
cally implemented Sen’s approach with our aforementioned
improvements and adaptions for C code on the basis of

TABLE I
CHARACTERISTICS OF SUBJECT FUNCTIONS AND EFFECT OF THE REFINED

TRANSITION GENERATION CONDITION ON NUMBER OF TRANSITIONS.

Func. LOC CC NPATH var states transitions
original refined

SPD 807 52 34,560 25 720 3,110 1,652
MON 75 18 41,472 12 16 111 64
AVG 91 20 262,145 16 64 512 184
PRK 104 30 284,756 33 36 306 112
RSK 169 27 147,480 56 48 396 170
VPR 110 17 10,368 17 1,157 14,692 5,904
SSD 58 16 2,816 13 32 278 160
PPR 49 16 86 10 8 42 16

an existing (company-internal) concolic testing framework
and Microsoft’s Z3 solver [15]. Loops are handled by loop
unrolling.

Research question: What is the effect of the refined condi-
tion for generating transitions in practice? How many transi-
tions do they eliminate?

Study design: Case study. We perform a quantitative com-
parison between state machine mining results with and without
refined transition generation condition.

Subject functions: Our subject functions were eight func-
tions from different real-world automotive software systems.
These functions were nominated for state machine model
extraction by developers because they found them to be
hard to understand with respect to control logic. Table I
summarizes their characteristics. LOC denotes lines of code,
CC is McCabe’s cyclomatic complexity, NPATH is Nejmeh’s
static approximation of the number of paths [16], and var is
the total number of variables.

Procedure: State machine mining is applied twice: Once
with Sen’s transition generation condition, and then with our
refined condition in place. All other aspects of the algorithm
remain unchanged. The resulting state machines are then mea-
sured and compared with respect to the number of resulting
transitions.

Results: The results are also shown in Table I. It contains
the number of states, the number of generated transitions with
the original condition of Sen and Mall [8], and the number of
transitions with our refined condition. As we proved above,
the removed transactions are all infeasible. The reduction is
in the range between 42% and 64%. On average, more than
50% of the transitions are removed. The solver’s computation
times did not differ much between the two variants.

Threats to validity:
• Only eight functions were investigated.
• All functions are from the automotive domain.

Discussion

The refinement of the transition generation condition leads
to a remarkable reduction in number of transitions. This
alone is a big step towards more understandable mined state
machines. However, even the state machines with the reduced
transitions still have a quite high number of states and tran-
sitions. Therefore, additional measures are required to further
reduce their complexity. In our previous work, we proposed



and evaluated several interactive techniques for making state
machines more readable [13]. They lead to a reduced number
of states and transitions, thus showing only selected aspects of
the program’s behavior. The combination of the two techniques
(interaction plus refined condition) brings us much closer to
our goal of extracting understandable state machines.

VI. REDUCTION OF TRANSITION CONDITIONS

Extracted state machines from real-world software include
not only a large number of states and transitions, but mostly
also have complex transition conditions with a large number of
conditional literals. A transition condition is a condition that
must be fulfilled to trigger a transition between two states.
For instance, in one of our examples, there are transition
conditions that consist of more than 2,000 different path
conditions, i. e., 2,000 conjunctions (which are disjunctively
combined). Understanding such conditions is an impossible
task for humans. Therefore, it is essential to simplify and
reduce these conditions in a way that a human user has a
chance to understand them.

Unfortunately, simplifying the entire condition by means
of an SMT solver (like Microsoft’s Z3) or computer algebra
system (like Mathematica) does not work in most cases: We
have applied the term simplification functions of Z3 and Math-
ematica on several transition conditions of our state machine
examples, but did not see a relevant complexity reduction.
Therefore, we introduce a different approach here that turned
out to be more effective. There are several standard techniques
for reducing purely logical expressions. A logical expression
only consists of logical symbols and logical operators. If
we transform the transition condition to a purely logical
expression, those techniques can be applied for reduction. The
transformation to a logical expression is performed in several
steps. At first, we apply reduction rules to delete redundant
conditions that do not affect the overall result. This reduces
the overall number of required logical symbols. For instance,
the condition (Speed < 30)∧(Speed < 60) can be reduced to
only (Speed < 30). We then replace non-logical expressions
with symbols. For example, (Speed < 30) may become
symbol A. With the help of the Z3 solver, we also identify
negated expressions, such that for example (Speed ≥ 30)
can be represented by the symbol ¬A. The result is an
expression of symbols and logical operators. The drawback
of this transformation is that we lose some information when
it comes to expressions on the same variables. For example,
the knowledge that (Speed + Delta > 100) has something
to do with (Speed > 0) is lost when both are replaced by
logical variables A and B. We try to limit this effect by the
aforementioned reductions.

It depends on the specific structure of this boolean expres-
sion whether it can be condensed (without loss of information)
with a given technique or not. We applied two well-known
techniques for compressing logical expressions. Our goal was
to evaluate whether any of these techniques is suitable for
compacting expressions as extracted by the state machine
mining process and which one is more effective in this task.

The first technique is using binary decision diagrams
(BDDs) to minimize logical expressions. A binary decision
diagram is a data structure that is used to represent boolean
expressions [17]. It is a directed, acyclic and rooted graph,
whose nodes are either terminal or decision nodes. Terminal
nodes have the value false or true, which is the assessment
result of the path from the root to the terminal node. Decision
nodes are boolean variables, which control the branching in the
tree according to their values. Optimization of binary decision
diagrams means the minimization of the number of nodes
by reordering the decision nodes. This corresponds to more
compact boolean expressions.

The extracted transition conditions can be directly translated
to a BDD after transformation to a logical expression. Then,
BDD optimization can be applied. To get back to a logical
expression from this BDD, either all paths to the true node in
the graph have to be enumerated, or subexpressions have to be
assigned to helper variables for common use. As an example,
suppose we have a transition with the condition (A∧B∧C)∨
(A ∧ ¬B). BDD optimization will find out that A should be
checked first in order to get an expression of minimum size.
The resulting expression is (A ∧ ((B ∧ C) ∨ ¬B)).

An alternative approach to BDDs is to apply heuristic
based methods for logic minimization, which provide near
optimal solutions in short computation time [18]. Espresso
is the most popular heuristic logic minimizer. It was intro-
duced for Programming Logic Arrays (PLAs) in integrated
circuits design and is today used in most logic synthesis
tools. See Rudell’s original paper [19] for more information
about the Espresso algorithm. Espresso delivers a near optimal
expression in disjunctive normal form. A logical formula is in
disjunctive normal form (DNF) if it is a disjunction of one
or more conjunctions of one or more literals; the latter may
be negated. For example, in (A ∧ B ∧ C) ∨ (A ∧ ¬B), the
conjunctions are (A∧B∧C) and (A∧¬B). Espresso basically
combines conjunctions with common subexpressions to get a
more compact representation.

A. Case Study: Boolean expression reduction with BuDDy and
Espresso

To find out which of the two techniques for boolean
expression reduction works better on transition conditions, we
conducted a case study. We compared the results of applying
these two techniques on a large number of transition conditions
that resulted from state machine mining.

For BDDs, we used BuDDy [20], which is one of the
most popular BDD libraries. BuDDy can be used to create
BDDs, apply all standard BDD operations on them, and
optimize them. BuDDy supports window permutation [21]
and the sifting algorithm [22] for reordering BDD variables.
As a second tool, we used an efficient implementation of
the Espresso variant Espresso-MV in C, which is based on
the approach of Rudell and Sangiovanni-Vincentelli [19] for
heuristic logic minimization.

Research question: To what extent can boolean expressions
that represent transition conditions (in our examples) be re-
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duced? Does BuDDy or Espresso deliver a more compact
representation with respect to number of conjunctions?

Study design: Case study. We extract the transition condi-
tions and measure them.

Subject expressions: We use the same eight subject functions
as in our case study in Section V-D. The state machines are
extracted from these functions. Then, the transition conditions
of each function are sorted by number of conjunctions. Each
such list is divided into four to six equally wide intervals
(depending on the list size), and the conditions from all
interval borders are taken. This gives us a total of 53 transition
conditions that represent the whole range of sizes of all
transition conditions. The resulting expressions have between
three and 2,163 conjunctions. Each transition condition is
transformed to a purely logical expression as described above.

Procedure: The 53 logical expressions (transition con-
ditions) are then fed to both BuDDy and Espresso, and
their respective optimization is applied. The resulting reduced
BDDs and expressions from Espresso are then measured and
compared. We use the number of conjunctions for DNF and the
number of paths to true for BDDs. They roughly correspond
to each other, since the BDD can be transformed to DNF
by enumerating all paths, each of which is represented by a
conjunction.

Results: Figure 5 shows an overview of the achieved re-
duction in the number of conjunctions of our 53 subject
expressions. The X axis represents the enumeration of all
transition conditions (i. e., subject expressions), while the
Y axis indicates the number of conjunctions on a logarithmic
scale. For each of the three data sets, the conditions are

ordered by number of conjunctions. It can clearly be seen that
both methods (Espresso and BuDDy) lead to a remarkable
reduction of the number of conjunctions (or paths to true for
BDDs). On average, the reduction brings down the number
of conjunctions to 17.3% for BuDDy and to 14.0% for
Espresso. The distribution is shown in Figure 6. The higher
performance of Espresso is mainly achieved for conditions
with more than about 60 conjunctions. With less conjunctions,
their performance is similar. The runtime of both techniques
is similar in all cases.

Threats to validity:
• The subject functions may not be representative.
• The expressions result from state machine mining, there-

fore results are not generalizable to arbitrary logical
expressions.

• Comparability between BDD (graphs) and disjunctive
normal form is limited (also see discussion part 2).

B. Discussion (part 1)

The results show that both approaches, Espresso and
BuDDy, lead to a significant reduction of the number of
conjunctions – which also indicates that the path conditions
contain a lot of common subexpressions. In 50% of the
cases, the number of conjunctions goes down to at most
8 (Espresso) or 10 (BuDDy) conjunctions. Such numbers were
only reached by three of the original expressions. However, it
is yet unclear up to which complexity boolean expressions
are really understandable. We investigate this question in the
next section and will later come back to the question of
understandability of our case study results.

C. Comprehensibility of boolean expressions

The number of remaining conjunctions per expression after
reduction was between one and 207 for BuDDy and between
one and 98 for Espresso. Obviously, a single conjunction
is relatively easy to comprehend, while expressions with 98
conjunctions are much too complex to be understandable by
humans. We want to provide understandable state machines
to users, which also requires understandable transition con-
ditions. However, it is not clear when a boolean expression
is understandable for humans. To our best knowledge, there
is no study or experiment which explicitly provides such
information. For this reason, we conducted another survey.

Research question: When is a boolean expression under-
standable by humans? Up to which number of conjunctions
(in DNF form), literals, nodes or paths (for BDDs) is that
the case? Which representation (BDD or DNF) is better
accessible by users? Is one capable of representing more
complex expressions in an understandable way than the other?

Study design: Survey
Subjects: Ten of our colleagues participated in this ex-

periment (five of which had also participated in the other
experiment). They all have at least a master’s degree in
computer science, mathematics or electrical engineering, and
they are used to dealing with boolean expressions. Some of
them also have some experience with BDDs, others with
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logical circuit design. The typical user of state machine mining
is expected to have a similar background.

Subject expressions: We selected 14 boolean expressions
out of the set of extracted transition conditions from our above
subject functions. The selection criterion was to have a varying
number of conjunctions between 1 and 20 – assuming that
conditions with 20 or more conjunctions are definitely not
understandable. The selection within each such group was
done randomly. This also resulted in conditions with the same
number of conjunctions, but different conjunction lengths,
which helps to cover all possible sources of complexity. The
conjunction length is the number of literals per conjunction
(each literal may only appear at most once per conjunction).

Tasks: Each condition was presented in both textual form
(DNF, output of Espresso) and in graphical form as BDD
(output of BuDDy). Both representations were shown next to
each other, and it was made clear to the participants that both
represent the same condition. The participants were asked to
check each representation of each condition and then to note
down whether this form is understandable for them or not.
“Understandable” means that the participant can interpret it
as a transition condition between two states.

Procedure: A printout of all expressions in BDD and DNF
was given to each participant. The printout contained a short
explanation of how BDD graphs and DNF expressions are to
be read. Below that, the graphs and expressions were printed
in ascending order of their number of conjunctions. The
participants were then asked to go through all the diagrams
and expressions and mark the ones that they consider to
be understandable. This was done individually whenever the
participant had some time to do it. We then collected all the
printouts and evaluated them. For BDDs, we measured the
number of nodes, paths, literals, and the maximum path length
of each BDD. For DNF, the number of conjunctions, their
lengths and the number of literals were measured.

Results: Figure 7 shows the results with respect to number
of conjunctions (or paths to true for BDDs). For up to five
conjunctions, all participants were sure to be able to under-
stand these expressions – independent of their representation.
For more conjunctions, it depended on the representation
and on the maximum conjunction length: One case with
six conjunctions with up to six literals each was hard to
understand for most people, while another case with eight

conjunctions but a maximum of five literals per conjunction
was considered readable by seven participants – but only
in DNF. Apart from that, expressions in DNF performed
comparably to BDDs. BDDs can also be measured in terms
of graph nodes. Up to seven nodes were considered to be
understandable, while larger graphs were clearly no longer
manageable. The comprehensibility limit in number of distinct
conditional literals was six for both representations. All these
metrics have distributions that are comparable to the results
for number of conjunctions, therefore we only show detailed
results for the latter.

Threats to validity:
• We did not check whether the participants really un-

derstood the expressions, but relied only on their self-
assessment and their confidence of being able to under-
stand them.

• We only presented and evaluated logical expressions.
For real transition conditions, the underlying relational
expressions would additionally have to be understood
(e. g., (x > 0) instead of A).

• The logical expressions were the result of state machine
mining. The results cannot necessarily be generalized to
arbitrary logical expressions.

• “Understandability” was only roughly defined as being
able to interpret the given expression as a transition
condition of a state machine.

• The expressions were ordered by increasing complexity.
This may have influenced the participants’ assessment of
understandability.

• The expressions were grouped by size before randomly
sampling from these groups. This may have caused a
selection bias, but was necessary to have expressions of
different sizes without larger gaps.

D. Discussion (part 2)

The results show that there are quite clear limits for un-
derstandability with respect to number of conjunctions (or
other metrics). According to the distribution in Figure 7, the
limit of understandability is in the range of five to eight
conjunctions – independent from representation as graphical
BDD or textual DNF. This may be related to Miller’s magical
number [23], i. e., the number of items that can be stored
in a human’s working memory. Since our participants looked
at the expressions only for a short time, they probably used
their working memory and thus encountered this limitation.
However, this is still a very relevant restriction, since our goal
is to extract state machines and transition conditions that are
quickly comprehensible.

Let us return to our transition condition reduction study in
Section VI. In 34% of the cases, the number of conjunctions
was five or less for both Espresso and BuDDy. Before reduc-
tion, only a single condition was in this range. This means
that both techniques immediately bring a remarkable share of
conditions to an understandable form. In half of the cases, the
number of conjunctions was reduced to eight for Espresso and
ten for BuDDy, which is pretty close to our determined limit:



Certain expressions with eight conjunctions were considered
understandable in our survey. However, the other conditions
still have a large number of conjunctions. Therefore, further
improvements are required to bring those transition conditions’
complexity down to an understandable degree.

VII. RELATED WORK

Most of the work on extraction of state machines deals
with API protocols, i. e., the allowed sequences of API calls.
There exist dynamic [24]–[26], static [27], [28] and hybrid
approaches [29] for that. Little work is done to extract state
machines that describe the internal behavior of an application.
The remainder of this section will discuss these approaches
with respect to state variables mining, extraction of transitions
and minimization of transition conditions.

A. State variables mining

The approaches of Kung et al. [7] and Sen and Mall [8] (see
Section III) are most closely related to our work. We use them
as a basis. However, both approaches are intended for object
oriented programs, where the state variables are the member
variables of the classes. This is also the case in Bandera [30],
which automatically extracts state machines from the source
code of Java programs for model checking. The results are not
intended for human understanding.

A different approach is followed by Dallmeier et al. [31].
They use inspectors to define the state space. Inspectors are
methods (in object-oriented programs) that only read from an
object’s attributes and thus represent state. They often create an
abstraction, like in the case of a Java collection’s isEmpty()
function, that can then be used as a basis for state candidates.
Xie et al. [9] also extract state machines from object-oriented
code based on tests. They extract object state machines (OSM),
whose states are the object state of the class and transitions are
the method calls. Therefore, this approach cannot be used for
real time embedded software (or procedural code). Tonella et
al. [10] assume that each method call on an object represents
a transition, which is not true for procedural code.

Van den Brand et al. [12] extract state machines from legacy
C code. They search for state variables only in specific patterns
such as nested-choice patterns (e. g., nested ifs). Also, they
depend on enumerations and naming conventions to determine
state variables. The approach is restricted to these patterns.
Another example for using specific state machine patterns is
the work of Knor et al. [32]. Somé et al. [11] also extract
state machines from procedural code. Their approach also only
works for code that contains a state machine implementation
according to specific patterns. This approach is restricted to
systems with explicit state machines.

B. Transition extraction

Kung et al. [7] and Sen and Mall [8] both use symbolic
execution to extract states and transitions from code. We build
upon this idea and refine it. Walkinshaw et al. [33] assume
that states have already been identified and automatically
extract the corresponding transitions and their functions. The

definition of what comprises a state is done by providing an
implementation of a function getState(). Potential transition
points can be method calls, exceptions, and the like. Our
approach does not have these restrictions. Prywes et al. [34]
extract state machines from Ada code, which appear to be
close to control flow graphs, as a state is created for every
condition statement. In the approach of Somé et al. [11],
transitions are created between two assignment statements of
a variable according to their order in the data flow graph.
Transition constraints or events are the conditions of if or
switch/case statements between these two assignments.
The approach is quite simplistic and not applicable to our
kind of software.

C. Reduction of transition conditions

The most relevant related work on reduction of transition
conditions was done by Snelting et al. [35]. They propose the
use of BDDs for the simplification of path conditions, which
are also in the form of DNF with conjunctions and disjunc-
tions. Snelting et al. conclude that BDDs and interval analysis
as introduced by Tarjan [36] are the essential techniques for
“taming complexity” of path conditions. They also mention
that BDDs can use additional variables for shared subterms
to overcome the exponential explosion of path conditions.
Snelting reduces path conditions for use within tools for
software analysis. They are not intended to be read by humans
– in contrast to our use case.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduced several techniques and studies
for state machine mining from embedded control software.
The criteria for identifying state variables in C code allow
adaptation of Sen’s approach to procedural code, and the
refined transition generation condition reduces complexity of
the resulting models. We further investigated reduction and
understandability of transition conditions in empirical studies.
All these pieces are part of our ongoing endeavor to improve
state machine mining up to a point where it is capable of
producing understandable models.

Although the individual results are quite promising, further
research is required. For example, transition conditions have to
be made more understandable. One idea is to let the user inter-
actively explore a given expression, which could be supported
by analyses like frequent itemset mining. Ultimately, we plan
to evaluate the effectiveness of the overall state machine
mining approach by performing a controlled experiment with
professional developers.

The techniques and studies presented in this paper constitute
major building blocks towards our goal of extracting under-
standable state machines from embedded control software.
Our results so far indicate that it is realistic to reach that
goal in a semi-automatic approach. Although the approach is
already usable in its current state, we will continue our work
to make it even more effective and efficient for use in program
comprehension.
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